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Navy Service Uniform

Navy Blue Garrison Cap
Rank/rate insignia is worn on the wearer’s right side of 
the garrison cap (officers and CPOs).The center of the rank/
rate insignia is bisected by a vertical line 2 inches from the 
fore crease of the cap and a horizontal line 1-1/2 inches 
from the bottom edge of the cap.

The center of the rank/rate insignia is 
positioned along an imaginary line bisecting 
the angle of the wearer’s right side collar 
point. It is 1-7/8 inches from the collar point.

Center the name tag horizontally over 
the front seam on the right side, 6-1/4 
inches down from the intersection of 
the front and shoulder seams.

Plain White Crew Neck or V-neck Tee Shirt 
(all uniforms).

Navy Blue Slacks - Both male and female 
pants/slacks shall be hemmed such that the 
rear of the hem is approximately 2 inches from 
the deck at the back of the shoe, and there is 
a single “break” in the front crease as the cadet 
stands at attention.

Black Socks

Black Low Quarter Shoes or Pumps

The small fouled anchor is worn on the wearer's 
left side of the garrison cap. The center of the 

anchor is bisected by a vertical line 2 inches from 
the fore crease of the cap, and a horizontal line  
1-1/2  inches from the bottom edge of the cap.

The center of the JROTC insignia is 
positioned along an imaginary line bisecting 

the angle of the wearer’s left side collar point. 
It is 1-7/8 inches from the collar point.

Center ribbons horizontally over the 
front seam on the left side, 6-1/4  inches 
down from the intersection of the front 

and shoulder seams. Service designation 
stars are 1/4 inch above the top row of 
ribbons. One star is centered, multiple 

stars are 1/4 inch apart (all cadets).

Khaki Long or Short Sleeve Shirt




